Lesson 1

**PART 1**

**Start project**
Students begin work. Class everyone is clear. Project can be worked on outside of class.

**Choose to research?**
Assign or allow students to choose whilst organisation they will look into.

**What should it look like?**
Agree project format: e.g.
- 5 page
- Google slide

**Agree project criteria**
Agree voluntary answers the projects need to answer.

**Initial Research**
Take 5 minutes, find 4 local organisations that a young person with mental health problems can go to. Compile list of organisations on board.

**Define Research**
What do we want to know? What are the questions you would like to know answered about these services?

**Set-up groups of 2-5 students.**

**Explain**
4.6 - Critique mental health services available to young people locally

- Identify that we need to know more about our local services.
- Set up group project to investigate a local service.
- Agree project criteria and format.
- Begin project.

**Walk through the scene**
1. (Optional) I understand what mental health is.
2. Do you know someone who has struggled with mental health issues?
3. Do you know where you could go to get help?

**Explain**

**Reasons and cons of each service**
Students move around room to read each project. They are given green and red post-its.
Green post it - write an advantage of the service.
Red - write a disadvantage of the service.

**Explain**

**Summary comments**
Summary comments on board. Discuss with class.

Lesson 2

**PART 1**

**Display projects**
Collect projects from students and pin up around the room.

**Explain**
4.6 - Critique mental health services available to young people locally

- Present projects on local services.
- Critique local services.
- Rank services.
- Design optimum service.

**Explain**

**Schema work with school community**
Display projects in school as an on-line summary of local mental health services.

**Bring together?**
Collect ideas on board. Discuss and bring together a service designed by the class.

**Explain**

**Design the perfect service**
Take 5 minutes in your group and design the perfect mental health service.